Effect of Number Limit of Advisors’ Graduate Students on Students’ Learning Attitude toward Thesis Writing
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Abstract—In graduate students’ study and thesis writing, advisors are significantly influential. Therefore, relationship between advisors and students is extremely important. With positive relationship, advisors will advise students with efforts and have positive daily interaction with students. According to the researcher’s observation, in almost all graduate schools in Taiwan, there is the number limit of advisors’ students. Hence, many graduate students cannot find the favorite advisors. Does the limit restrict advisors’ receiving of students or graduate students’ selection of advisors? How do graduate students feel when they cannot find the favorite advisors? Will it negatively influence their learning attitude toward the following thesis writing? What are the reasons? These are the focuses of this study. From perspectives of graduate students, we intend to explore number limit of advisors’ students.

To collect data, this study plans to conduct interviews on graduate students who currently study in master and doctoral programs in Taiwan, who have advisors that are not their priority and who are unsatisfied. This study selects subjects by purposive sampling, in consideration of average distribution of gender, age and college. The outline of self-designed semi-structured interview is the tool of interview. One-on-one interview is conducted on 20 subjects.

By interview with graduate students, this study will recognize graduate students’ views toward number limit of advisors’ students and the effect on their learning attitude toward thesis writing. When number limit will be the obstacle and problem for students’ selection of advisors and influence students’ learning attitude toward thesis writing, the departments should thus consider the problems of graduate students’ rights and system. Thus, result of this study will be the reflection on regulation of number limit of advisors’ students.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Taiwan, since the liberation of higher education in 2000, the number of graduate schools has been rapidly growing [1]. In 2012, there were about 183,000 graduate students. In average, among 6.8 students with educational level above university, one is a graduate student [2]. Regarding development and distribution of higher education, Hsu [3] suggested that because of the effect of fewer children, higher education will encounter shortage of students recruited, high acceptance rate and increased number of vacancy. Hence, gap between numbers of teachers and students in graduate schools will increase. In the past, since there were more candidates and acceptance rate was low, students worried that they could not find the advisors. Thus, before publication of the list of candidates in graduate schools, many active students fought for the waiting list of popular advisors with their school reports. However, nowadays, vacant positions increase, and democratic consciousness rises; hence, students in graduate schools are more independent and rational. In recent years, Ministry of Education guides students’ multiple intellectual development, adaptive learning and cultivates diverse excellent talents. The educational policies focus on students’ learning rights and options and it tries to allow students to have more options in schools [4].

With the concern of students’ options, since there are more advisors and fewer students and in order to avoid the wrong decision to choose the advisors or students, the graduate schools extend the time limit (such as three months or before the end of the second semester of the first year) for graduate students to find their advisors. Thus, graduate students have half or one year to select the appropriate advisors for their theses. However, the researcher finds that in current selection system, advisors have number limit when receiving graduate students. Is number limit of students the main factor of advisors’ and graduate students’ different opinions in process of thesis writing? With the regulation of number limit of students, will students not be able to find their favorite advisors? What is the effect on learning attitude? Thus, the researcher suggests that it is necessary to explore current practice of number limit of students when students select their advisors.

The research purposes are as follows:

1) to find graduate students’ main concerns when selecting advisors;

2) to find the effect of number limit of students on graduate students’ selection of advisors;
3) to find effect of advisors on students’ learning attitude toward thesis writing when graduate students do not find their favorite advisors

Most of past studies explored advisors’ instruction and apprenticeship between advisors and graduate students [5]. In foreign research on related issue, only Liang, Joy, Bilimoria & Perry, [6] studied advisors of doctoral students by model of universities in the U.S. However, they did not mention number limit of students. Liao [7] suggested that although schools are non-profit business, the purpose of education and research is to recognize all educational factors through research process and outcome in order to solve educational problems. Therefore, based on three motives of this study, the researcher indicates that it is necessary to have general discussion on correlation between number limit of students and students’ learning attitude toward thesis writing. If number limit of students negatively influences students’ selection and their learning effectiveness, future educational policy can be re-adjusted. Finding of the research aims to serve as one of important references to assess educational reform.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

This study aims to explore effect of advisors’ number limit of students on students’ learning attitude toward thesis writing and analyze the causes through practice. Since there was no related research in the past, this study adopts qualitative research method in order to explore the topic from graduate students’ perspective.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Graduate students’ main concerns when selecting advisors

When students are in graduate schools, the professors’ “academic reputation” and “future career development” are critical concerns of selection. Although currently, there are evaluations on university professors’ academic reputation [8-10], for graduate students, it is seemingly limited to select advisors simply by academic reputation.

Besides the assessment on academic reputation, research of Liang et al., [6] suggested that before graduation, graduate students must accomplish two important parts: credits of courses and theses. In graduate schools, graduate students are in small groups in class. They select the courses by personal intention. They can have personal options in professional courses. Hence, students can select the advisors with capacity to guide students’ study, growth and graduation by taking the courses. However, the selection is two-way process. When graduate students select advisors, the advisors will have their principle and assessment on graduate students. According to Figure I, students will try to find if the advisors’ research is supported by National Science Council or industry-school cooperation projects and recognize their research fields, personalities, work attitude, senior students’ graduation from laboratory and the graduates’ employment and career. Advisors evaluate students’ educational level (schools of graduation and grades) /experience, personality and competence to undertake future research. The mutual evaluation is mainly influenced by professors’ gender, research field, academic positions and students’ educational level and experience. Hence, time limit and the regulations in different departments will influence the final selection.

According to the interview, in the trend of internationalization, regarding the selection of advisors, students prefer the professors with higher international academic positions and those with special school administration positions such as chairmen of department or deans. For them, professors’ positions will influence the sources of students’ funds. In addition, professors’ capacity to solve graduate students’ problems is one of the factors of students’ selection of advisors since the professors are the important others to provide the solutions. However, when the professors’ research development is not as students’ expectation, it influences students’ selection. Moreover, the number of seniors of doctoral degree is also one of the concerns for students since the doctoral seniors can substitute the advisors to assist with the juniors’ academic and research obstacles in the situations that advisors are too busy or the classmates cannot discuss with each other due to different levels.

B. Effect of advisors’ number limit of students on graduate students’ selection of advisors

When advisors undertake students, there is number limit. How many students can advisors receive? Although there are different regulations in different schools, the number is limited. It is based on percentages of teachers and students. In other words, each qualified professor can instruct the students. When analyzing operational strategy of higher education, Tang [11] suggested that if schools apply the same education operational strategy on students with different needs, the students will not be satisfied. Teachers’ number limit of students will certainly influence students’ selection. The regulation is significant restriction for graduate students with great intention of research.

Advisors’ students instructed are limited by schools. Although the time limit of selection is one year, students might make impulsive or even wrong decision. Thus, students might not find their favorite advisors. Therefore, is the number limit of students a fair system for students? Are there inappropriate results? Will students disagree with it? Will students leave the schools since they cannot find the favorite advisors? Should we respect students’ intention? Liu [12] suggested that students are consumers in higher education market. Students’ selection is one of consumers’ purchase behaviors. Higher education should be the servers and provide learners with high-quality service instead of restricting students’ options. Hence, how will advisors’ number limit of students influence graduate students? The researcher tries to respond to this question.

C. Effect of number limit of students on graduate students’ learning attitude toward thesis writing

Interactive model between graduate students and advisors is two-way and it is based on traditional apprenticeship. The model is based on the accomplishment of thesis for cultivation and training of research capacity [13]. Thus, after students pass the examination of graduate schools, they start learning the course of thesis writing [14]. In graduate schools, professors are divided into different groups according to personal research fields [15]. Using social science as an example, the teachers can be classified into the ones of qualitative and quantitative
research. When students do not have sufficient mathematical and scientific capacity, they will try to consult the professors of qualitative research. However, with number limit of students, they are forced to be instructed by advisors of quantitative research. Will students be as satisfied with life in graduate school as the selection of advisor of qualitative research?

Graduate students are in small groups in class of graduate schools. They select the courses by their personal intention and they can select professional courses independently. By the courses, students can easily understand the professors’ research directions and have positive interaction with them [16]. Thus, after the students spend time finding the favorite professors by taking the courses and are forced to give up their favorite due to time limit, will they be unsatisfied in learning attitude? Astin [17] and González [18] suggested that when students are more satisfied with personal achievement and learning experience, they will spend more time and efforts in learning. Their learning intention will be higher. Therefore, in order to enhance students’ development, educational environment should first assess and recognize the students’ feelings. When students recognize the balance between support and challenge in the environment, they will have positive development [19]. Ting & Yang [20] suggested that when graduate students write the theses, the advisors instruct and help graduate students to expand their thinking and ideas. They guide the graduate students to discover and solve the problems in the writing. Hence, graduate students must support advisors’ instruction in order to accomplish their theses in long term. However, if the advisors are not their favorite, how will they feel in the process of thesis writing?

Interaction between graduate students and advisors in thesis writing includes instruction in class, instruction of graduate students’ theses, meetings & reports and meetings with students [21]. Thus, in graduate students’ thesis writing, advisors usually instruct them by two methods: group discussion and personal meeting. By group discussion, students can learn the peers’ research content and discuss the solution to the problems [22, 23]. Personal meeting is the face-to-face and individual instruction [24]. The two methods aim to train graduate students’ expression capacity. Therefore, graduate students’ learning life is associated with advisors. Graduate students should accomplish thesis writing by continuous communication with advisors. Thus, importance of advisors is that they spend significant time and efforts on graduate students in thesis writing and when students encounter the difficulty in writing, they support and encourage the students [24-26] and provide graduate students with professional knowledge and instruct them the writing techniques. They are extremely important. How can graduate students be forced to give up their favorite advisors due to number limit of students?

“Graduation” is all graduate students’ expectation. Research is the “literacy” required for graduate students. When graduate students cannot find their favorite advisors, will their research life and graduation years be influenced? There are still no literatures on effect of advisors’ number limit of students on graduate students. By interviewing graduate students, the researcher learns graduate students’ feelings toward number limit of students. The finding of this study aims to serve as one of important references to assess educational reform.

In fact, at the beginning, all students are restricted by number limit, including project students, pre-graduate students, screening test students, examination students and even the first and second stages of students on waiting list (they are on waiting list when some students are not registered after the beginning of semester). It is the reality of graduate schools nowadays. Due to the trend of low birth rate, the situation may not be more serious, but it is likely to continue. In graduate schools, many professors only receive specific students or the directly promoted ones in schools. When graduate students cannot select their favorite professors in the study of graduate schools, most of them feel disappointed or helpless. Noticeably, the professors’ field should match the graduate students’ intention; otherwise, the students will not demonstrate their capacity or have acquisition when they cannot match their interest with learning.

IV. CONCLUSION

When selecting advisors, the graduate students wish that the professors would not have number limit and they can discuss with students before deciding the receiving. They can also flexibly add two or three places. Thus, when other professors’ research directions do not match the students’ expectation, the proper professors can have the flexibility to receive them. The departments can invite the students to provide the ranking of their favorite professors and professors select the students by some measures. Hence, they match each other, and graduate students and advisors could have better interaction in the following two years. The method is more appropriate than “first come, first received”.
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**FIGURE I. THE SELECTION PROCESS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADVISORS AND STUDENTS.**